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_The goal and advantages of the training
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Project Manager
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Junior Administrator

With BigPicture you can manage your projects using agile, cascading, mixed methods or on a larger scale in accordance  
with SAFe. The user has several templates and dashboards to choose from so that they can quickly plan tasks for their team and 
track progress.

The training allows the attendee to learn about:

    Advanced functionalities related to project portfolio 
management (PMO)

    A tool adapted to various project management 
methodologies (Waterfall, Agile, SAFe or mixed)

    The multi-level project portfolio hierarchy

    The Gantt module: a clear presentation of the workflow 
within the whole project

    Automation mechanisms that support creating work 
schedules, for example

    The Scope module: quick filters, advanced aggregation, WBS

    The Roadmap module: estimating business value, goal 
setting, monitoring and evaluating actions taken

Home screen  
and Boxes 

Board and  
Roadmap modules

Gantt and Scope modules  
plus additional functionalities

BigPicture 
additional administrative features and settings 

* The detailed schedule is 
determined together with 
the customer after discussing 
the teams’ needs regarding 
BIgPicture.

Resources  
and Risk modules

   Everything you need to know 
about HOME view

   Creating new projects or boxes

   Configure the box types

   Overview module

   Board module

   Data synchronization with Jira 
and BigPicture at the specific 
field level, such as ‘Sprint’ and 
‘Program increment’

   Roadmap module

   Gantt module

   Column view settings for Gantt and 
Scope modules

   Use of scenarios

   Quick filters and how to use them

   Building hierarchies with Structure 
Builder

   Scope module

   Reports module

   Calendar module

   BigPicture Admin and Jira Admin settings

   Security settings

   Working with BigPicture in SAFe methodology

   Resources and Team modules 
along with administrative 
settings affecting ‘capacity’  
and skills

   Risk module with administrative 
settings

   Configuration of risk and task 
sheets


